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A whopping 17.541 runners finished in one of the 4 Tampa Bay TimesTurkey Trot races in
Clearwater on Thanksgiving Day, the 2nd best number of participants in history (2012 had
200 finishers more). Matt Magee (22) from Odessa finished in 15:39 good for 1st male in the
5k Wingding. First female was 16-year old Peyton Witt from Kalamazoo (MI) in 18:34.
The one-mile Gobbler was won by Luke Peterson in 4:47 while Marina LeVine got 1st female
in a swift 5:30.
Temperatures at the 10-k (start was at 9:10) got up to 75.5F (average) Jon Mott (29) from
Babson Park was 1st out of 1799 10-k-finishers. He ran 33:08 while Paula Lamont (28) from
San Diego (CA) took 1st at the females in 36:24.
Our WFYRC members performed very well. In the 5k, Keith Sawayda (53) ran 18:19 good
for 1st Grand Master. Same award was for Donna Nesslar (54) who finished in 21:36 and 3rd
Grand Master female was for Debra Donald (58) with a time of 22:41 Debra also placed 3rd
GM in the 10k where she ran 47:53. Kathleen Crowley (57) finished her 10-k in 45:01, good
for 2nd Master (40&up) amazing!
Other top WFYRC finishers in the 5k: Ryan Repp (30) 19:56 Vinnie Vercamen (50) 20:33
Burch Baskett (47) 20:34 Celeste Domico (34) 22:21 Terri Doheni (58) 23:08 Yvonne Bryant
(50) 23:32 Beth Wonicker-Cook (50) 23:55 and Steph Miller (55) 24:24
More top West Florida finishers in the 10k: Greg Carro 39) 39:02 Walt Sieg (56) 40:36 Michael Weiss (54) 42:35 Dennis Byron (58) 42:45 coach Albert W (70) 43:25 Eze Kogan (49)
45:46 Carol Bancroft (57) 49:06 and Kathleen Roach (57) 50:03
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/…/Nov24_38thAn_set1.shtml Pictures on page 10+11
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Contacts

Annual WFYR Club Events
WFYRC- Picnic April 22, Philippe Park , Safety Harbor

Officers:
President Skip Rogers LRogers115@tampabay.rr.com
Vice President

Vacant

Summer Sandkey Series June 23, July 14, August 11
Tampa Bay Times Turkey Trot

Thanksgiving, Nov.23

Secretary Dennis Chaplin dchapli1@verizon.net
Treasurer Mary Pulaski maryp@verizon.net
Membership Chair Ric Dorrie

Ricdoor@hotmail.com

Board Members
Duncan Cameron

Discover Caladesi Island (10M/5K)

Jan/Febr, 2018

Other: scholarship awards, celebrations, Race results and
additional information available on the website.

duncanrunsfast@verizon.net

Board Meetings are held the first Tuesday of the
Mary Grace Ritter

Kansasbound1@gmail.com

Web Master & Making Tracks
Editor : Albert Wieringa coach@wfyrc.com

Advertise in Making Tracks!
(one-time) Options include:
Business Card $ 20.00
1/4 Page $ 50.00
1/2 Page $ 75.00

month, 6PM, at Caesar’s, 1757 Main Street Dunedin
Members welcome—no commitment necessary.
Please let Skip know if you are interested in attending
so that he can save you a seat

MEMBERS GROUP RUNS
TUESDAY Mornings: Track workout, 4:50 AM
Clearwater HS- stadium. West entrance
(Arcturas) Track-coach: Albert Wieringa,
727-754 0439
coach@wfyrc.com
SATURDAY Mornings:


Group run at John Chestnut, 8AM, starts at
Shelter #2



Long run (8, 12, 13 typically) around the
beach and bridges. The “loop” starts at
Clearwater City Hall at 6:00 AM. Contact:
Kathleen Roach, kathleenxyz@hotmail.com
727-421 7323

Full Page $ 100.00
Spread $ 175.00
All Year (4-issues) possible

SUNDAY Mornings: Long run (13 miles&up)

Contact Editor for details

Clearwater City Hall at 6:00 AM (same as
Saturday)
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Why Do
Masters
Runners
GetAbout
Slower
With Age?
By Gary H. Dworkin, M.D. and Coach Albert Wieringa (Making Tracks)
We become slower runners as we grow older. We all know that. Actually this starts - on average - right after your 28th
birthday. Every year after that we lose a little bit of speed. The older you get the faster your speed begins to drop. Most
experts point at muscle loss as the primary cause for this. Your muscles are shrinking (atrophy) and there you go.
“Simple comme bonjours” as the French say, but atrophy is only part of the problem.
An important cause of your slower times are changes inside your heart, which makes your Maximum Heart Rate (MHR)
diminish. As a result of that, the amount of oxygen (O2) that your muscles are presented with when you want to work at
full speed, drops. Oxygen is carried to your legs through your blood and as we all know your blood is pumped through
your body by your heart. If your heart rate (beats) goes down the circulation also goes down and less oxygen ‘fuels’ your
muscles.
This drop in maximal heart rate is shown by the following equation: 220 – age = maximum heart rate (MHR) so if you are
let’s say 50 your MHR is 220-50 which is approximately 170. There are other and maybe more accurate formulas but they all
have one thing in common: MHR drops with aging.
‘Making Tracks’ wanting to know more about this, and was lucky to find a true expert within our club: heart surgeon, Gary
H. Dworkin, M.D. from Clearwater. Gary is a board certified cardiovascular and thoracic surgeon (with a Master’s of Science Degree in Endocrine Physiology) that has been in practice in Tampa Bay 24+ years. He is also a dedicated runner and a
regular participant of our weekly track workouts.
MT: Why does MHR goes down and what exactly is changing with the aging heart?
GD: The decrease in maximum heart rate which occurs with aging is a non-modifiable and inevitable consequence of aging.
It affects men and women equally. The decrease in MHR is the biggest factor in why maximal cardiac output and oxygen
delivery to muscles also decreases as we age.
We know there are two reasons why maximal heart rate decreases as we age:
The first reason, which is responsible for about 75-80% of the drop in MHR is due to a decrease in the heart’s “intrinsic heart
rate”. This means that the heart’s own pacemaker (which is actually a cluster of special cells located in a specific area on the
right side of the heart) begin to wear down. These electrical generator cells that are responsible for initiating each heart beat
lose their functional efficiency at a cellular level. This is similar to an older car battery losing some of its charge. Currently, we
have not determined the exact cellular mechanism for this change and therefore, there is no treatment.
The second and less important reason for the decrease in MHR with aging is a decrease in the heart’s sensitivity to the hormone secreted from our adrenal glands called adrenaline or epinephrine. Exercise normally stimulates the secretion of this
hormone yet, as we age, our heart rate is less responsive to the same blood concentrations of epinephrine. The exact reason
for this is not known. This decrease in epinephrine responsiveness is believed to account for about 20% of the drop of MHR
with aging. And, while there is no epinephrine pill, there are “stimulants” that can further increase epinephrine secretion, but
at the risk of causing severe elevations in blood pressure and dangerously irregular heartbeats.
MT: Is the heart comparable to other muscles, getting smaller over
time? Or is the demise in MHR more related to the total bloodcirculation system (arteries + heart)?
GD: While it is true that as we age our skeletal muscles usually shrink
or atrophy, this phenomenon is primarily caused by decreases in hormone levels and the intensity of our exercise. To a certain degree,
these changes can be slowed or partially reversed by taking hormone
supplements and training hard with weights and in other ways (core,
running, swimming, etc).

Why do Master Runners Get Slower As We Age — continued from page 3
The heart though is NOT made of skeletal muscle, and therefore does not shrink with aging. The heart consists of an entirely different kind of muscle cells which are unique to the organ. However, the heart does change with age.
The changes of the heart that are most common are changes in the elastic properties of the heart muscle and the chambers created by that muscle.
The walls of the heart become stiffer with age, and diseases like hypertension, heart attacks and other less common problems
all contribute to this change in stiffness or compliance. We believe there are several mechanisms for this change in muscle
compliance and certain drugs when used over years in patients with hypertension and heart disease can reduce and partially
reverse the development of this acquired muscle stiffness.
This change in muscle chamber compliance (or stiffness) that occurs with aging is quite variable between individuals and
may have a genetic component. If one does not have diseases like hypertension, diabetes, or prior heart attacks, many people develop only mild changes. Intensive aerobic exercise has been shown to mitigate a lot of these changes or at least slow
their progression-far better than medications. Exercise also dilates the arteries throughout the body, making it easier for the
heart to eject out its blood with each beat and therefore directly assisting the heart’s work.
MT: What’s the major physical difference between an old and a young heart? Easy to see?
GD: The difference is not easy to see with the naked eye. But, there are a number of differences between the young and old
heart. Most older hearts do have some accumulation of cholesterol and/or calcium in the walls of the heart’s own arteries
that sit on the outer surface of the heart. Also, as the heart ages it acquires a “coat” of fat over its exterior surface that mirrors the body fat percentage of the heart’s owner. This fat usually has no effect though on the heart’s mechanical function.
MT: Is there an age limit for heart donors? In other words is there demand for the heart of an old (let’s say 60) person to
be transplanted into a young body? Would an old heart in a young body adapt to the new situation and have the same
MHR as other young people –of the same age? And what about a young heart in an old body. Would that make the (old)
receiver go faster?
GD: The characteristics of a donor heart have been intensively studied. The ideal donor for heart transplantation is under
the age of 30, has never been exposed to tobacco or other health risks and the mode of death is usually head trauma or bleeding brain aneurysm. However, the ideal donor is rare. Over the past 30 years, older donor hearts have been accepted primarily because the technology to evaluate the entire donor’s medical condition has improved. While there is no age limit to
donate a heart, it is very unusual to accept a donated heart that is over 60 years old. We occasionally pair an older heart recipient (>60 years old) with a donor that is less ideal, and this could mean an older heart, but, the selection process is not
based solely on the age of the donor.
Our knowledge that maximal heart rate goes down with increasing age counts little in the selection process of a donor heart
for transplantation. The reason for this is that when the donor heart is removed and transplanted, all of the nerves that
helped control the heart rate in the living donor are surgically severed when the heart is removed from the donor. Similarly,
when the transplant recipient’s own failing heart is removed, all of its nerves are severed as well. The end result is that the
newly transplanted heart has NO nerve attachments to help control heart rate and therefore the new heart is solely dependent on circulating blood adrenaline levels to raise its heart rate. What results is a newly transplanted heart that initially cannot dramatically increase its heart rate. Once the patient recovers, studies show that the normal response of increased heart
rate with vigorous activity is still impaired. While the transplanted heart does eventually adapt by slightly increasing its
heart rate with exercise, the response is always blunted and the nerves usually do not grow back into the new heart. Still, the
heart transplant patient does surprisingly well, so long as he or she does not try to do one of Coach Albert’s Tuesday morning workouts!
MT: Is there anything we can do to keep MHR up and ‘beat’ the equation?
GD: There is nothing specific we can do to prevent our maximum heart rate from falling as we age. However, most master
runners find that they are routinely at or exceed their predicted maximum heart rate during a hard workout or race. It seems
that with training and fitness, we may be able to slow this inevitable process just a bit.

Jim White –a Runner and Much More
By Tom Murtaugh

December 17, 2016 was “The Say No to Drugs 10K” beginning at Coachman Park, Clearwater and Jim had less than a ten minute drive from his
home in Belleair to the race start. He left home early. Unexpectedly, Jim was broadsided on Court St. by someone running a red light. His Lexus was
totaled but the airbags worked flawlessly and Jim came away unscathed except for some pain in his arm and chest. He told the policeman that he
was going to a road race. After his car was towed, the police drove him to the start of the race. Jim, 73, is in the middle of his age group. He won his
age division on that day while beating 71 and 72 year olds. He maintained his calm and smile when the race had finished. For a West Point graduate
who had parachuted out of airplanes and had other trying life experiences, the events of this day would not get the better of him.
Jim was born in New Rochelle, New York, just north of New York City. His dad was a career military officer. He is the oldest of five children. His dad
served overseas for much of his and younger brothers’ and sister’s early life and Jim reflects on these times. His younger siblings needed Jim to be
responsible during his dad’s overseas and other military-duty absences. Jim lived in Austria and Heidelberg, Germany in his youth which must have
broadened his outlook on life. Being a man of his word and being honest are important values that he tries to live by especially in his relationships
with others. He has been married to Roz Skozen for 42 wonderful years. Roz is a remarkable woman in her own right, becoming a lawyer when few
women were admitted to law schools. She also has been an editor for various literary publications. They met at Washington National Airport in D.C. as
they worked on their civilian pilot’s ratings. Jim worked as a Army Signal Corps Officer and retired in 1992 while serving in Panama. He has worked at
MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa for the past twelve years as a communications and information systems engineer. One of the many highlights of
Jim’s military career was being chosen to serve as an officer in The White House Communications Agency. This Agency provides communications,
information systems, and auto visual support to the Office of President, his staff, Secret Service, and press corps. Jim provided this support for Presidents Nixon and Ford. During one period, he made over 50 face-to-face announcements introducing “The President of the United States and Mrs.
Nixon or Ford.”
Jim’s interest in running evolved from experiences in other sports. It all started at West Point when Jim was going through their survival training
courses. Jim had a fear of heights that he recognized when he was forced to climb a rickety ladder at the Academy pool to meet a requirement of
making a high-water entry from a 30M platform. The terrified and discombobulated Jim was used as an example to the other West Point Cadets of
what not to do or be like. Jim realized his fear of heights and wanted to overcome that fear. When asked to voluntarily participate in parachute training with the West Point Sky Diving Team, he volunteered to do just that as an attempt to overcome his fear of heights. After about ten sport parachute jumps, he began to enjoy the experience and joined the West Point Parachute Team called The Black Knights. In a few years during parachute
competition, Jim won Third Place at The National Intercollegiate Sport Parachuting Championships held in 1964 at Orange, MA. He also jumped with
The Golden Knights which are the Army’s elite Parachute Team. Jim found running a great way to stay in shape for parachuting.
About mid-point in his military career, the Army sent him to the Marine Corps Command and Staff College at Quantico, Virginia which he and his comrades called “the school of reading, writing and running.” One can only imagine the intensity of their training runs due to their youth and competitive
spirit. Jim said that distance running played an important part in instilling camaraderie with his classmates; it heightened his previously developed
interest in running marathons. Jim’s first marathon was The Marine Corps Marathon.
Jim has run 14 marathons. In 1984 he ran The Chicago Marathon in 3:03 and two weeks later he ran his best time at The Marine Corps Marathon
running a sub three hour marathon which qualified him for Boston. Improving one’s marathon time two weeks after running a hard marathon, defies
the conventional wisdom of the need to let the body heal. It is a testament to the level of conditioning and commitment to improve that Jim had. Later, he enjoyed running the famous and festive
100th Boston Marathon in 1996. Currently, Jim is among a group of outstanding runners in the 7074 year age division including Duncan Cameron, Gar Flisek and Silky Sullivan. Coach Albert Wieringa, now 70, leads the pack with nationally rated times.
Jim gets his long run on Saturdays running the loop, a 13 mile scenic course run along the
beaches and through beautiful Belleair with its golf courses and magnificent homes. He gets his
speed track work on Tuesdays with coach Albert and 15 -30 similarly dedicated runners. Both runs
offer camaraderie with his fellow runners. They also give Jim a time to be inspired by others as well
as a time to test himself. He adds in a 30 minute swim early on Monday mornings with his wife Roz
followed by an hour of flexibility and core work with a coach. He runs at MacDill for 5 to 10 miles
per day before work during the week. On Friday mornings Jim has incorporated ten 100 meter
sprints prescribed by Coach Albert during his five mile run. These pickups are essential to increasing one’s speed especially for the older runner. This is a muscular routine for a thirty year old, no
less a 73 year old. On Sundays, he relaxes by flying a high-performance plane that he built. More on
that experience later.
Like other competitive runners that I have known, Jim eats a healthy diet. Roz likes to cook and
she excludes processed foods as much as possible from their diet. She cooks on Sunday for the
whole week. Lunch is their main meal of the day which usually consists of “fish, beef or veal (Jim is
not crazy about fowl), vegetables, an occasional starch, and a cup of mixed fruit”. Cheese and a
glass of wine with Roz top off the day. Jim only gets 6 or 7 hours of sleep per night so he has added
magnesium caltrate along with other vitamins to buttress his lack of sleep time and this seems to be
beneficial to his immune system. He also has added Myoplex 42 grams of protein drink after his
runs. Roz prefers high protein meals with minimal carbs. They’ve all but eliminated desserts and
when sugar is called for they use natural Stevia which they discovered almost 20 years ago while
stationed in Panama.

Jim White (continued)
A second passion, noted before, in Jim’s life is flying an airplane. This is not just an ordinary airplane. His interest drove him and a
friend to build similar high performance 300 mile per hour planes. It took them each six years to complete these projects. Jim likes to fly
his plane which is hangered at Clearwater/ St. Pete International Airport, on Sundays .This airplane building project started by constructing the inside of a building as a mini-factory. He and his wife called this mini-factory, “St. Joseph’s Home” after “Joseph the Worker”
from the biblical account in the gospels. Jim’s motivation was to build a fast plane to travel around the United States to visit places and
run marathons around the U.S.A.
Jim is passionate in giving his best in
all of his endeavors including his work
at MacDill, his running and community
service. Jim serves as the president of
The Belleview Biltmore Homeowners’
Association as well as the president of
his own building condo association. As
we can imagine, this job requires hard
work, gathering accurate data and a
keen ability to listen to accommodate
various constituents in these Homeowners’ Associations.
Jim’s inspiration as a runner is to
continue to improve without injuries. We see from Jim’s story, a developed spiritual life to include the desire to live by The Golden Rule. Jim and Roz regularly attend church which they
find to be wonderful support. Jim loves the movie “Chariots of Fire” – to include a Jewish
Olympic runner in the 1936 Olympics hosted by Adolf Hitler who overcomes religious and cultural stigmas to achieve a dream. Jim says that “when I am running at my best, I feel closer to
God.” I can’t think of a better reason to run faster and longer.
As with other runners chronicled in our newsletter, Jim is good company. He helps to create
fellowship in our running community and in all aspects of his life. His self-discipline, life management skills and the loving support from his wife Roz, enable Jim to be an inspiration to his
friends, colleagues and fellow runners.

Upcoming WFYRC Picnic
Join us Saturday April 22nd 11am at
Philippe Park - shelter # 7 - for the
long overdue club get together.
No need to bring anything and be prepared to have some fun. Lunch is
being catered by “Team Oink”. We
will have a 1 mile fun run and lots of
games for all ages.
If you have a single membership
bring a guest, family membership,
hope they can all attend.
Please RSVP by March 15th so we can
plan for food and drinks. Contact
Mary Pulaski 727 585 1458 or
maryp@verizon.net.

Discover Caladesi Island 10 Mile Beach and Trail Race and 5K Beach Race
by Michael Patterson
On December 3rd the fifth running of the WFYRC Discover Caladesi Island 10 Mile Beach/Trail race and 5K
Beach Race went off without a hitch. Conditions were perfect with a sunny cool morning and a low tide. The race
was well supported thanks to the volunteers from the WFYRC and the "Friends of the Island Parks".
The 5K race was competitive with Sean Folsom, 27 of
Tampa winning the men's race and Caitlin Sharpe, 24
of Riverview winning the women's race. Adam Brown,
48 of Dunedin won the male master and Christie
Nichols, 49 of Largo was female master winner. Paul
Tavernier, 60 of Hudson won male grand master and
WFYRC member Jeanne Fine, 60 of Dunedin won
female grand master.

The 10 mile men's
race was won by Terry
Garbis, 36 of St. Petersburg while WFYRC
member Kathleen
Crowley, 57 of Holiday
dominated the
women's race winning by 3 minutes. Derek Magnuson, 45 of Tampa won male
master and WFYRC member Kathleen Roach, 57 of Belleair won female master.
Russell Gonzales, 53 of Clearwater won male grand master while WFYRC member
Beth Wonicker-Cook, 50 of Palm Harbor won female grand master. Congrats to the
WFYRC women winning female: overall, master and grand master.
Other WFYRC members participated in the race with strong efforts. Alie Kallevig
42, Tim Purol 58 and Millie Hamilton 72 won their respective age group. Gar
Flisek, 67 and Debbie Farias 49 finished 2nd in their age groups while Heather
Ellison, 45 finished 3rd in her age group.The finish included awards, a pancake
breakfast and raffle gifts. Special thanks to our volunteers and the rangers at
Caladesi Island State Park who made this race possible.

Turkey Trot 2016

1005 S. Highland Ave.
Clearwater, FL 33756
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West Florida Y Runners
Club, Inc.

Because “runners run” and every
runner has a story to tell

President’s Message

by Skip Rogers

For those of you that have run 5K’s but are not so much ready to conquer a 10K there is a

Par 4 Miler (6.4K) waiting for you. You will run the Copperhead Course at Innisbrook
through the famous ‘Snake Pit’ (no real snakes) and finish on the stadium-like 18th green.
Race Day is Sunday, March 5.
For more information or to register, visit:
http://www.par4miler.com/
Meanwhile we are working on our Summer Sand Key Sunset races. Dates are June 23, July
14 and August 11—Start will be in back of Sand Key Sheraton

Skip Rogers

Scholarships
Do You Qualify for the 2017 WFYRC College Scholarship?
Are you a senior at a Pinellas County High School?
Did you run cross country and or track during 2016/2017 school year?
If so contact your coach, he will have all the information.
Application deadline is March 20th.

Breaking News!
A few hours before Donald Trump was sworn in as the new President of the US, an attempt to break the Marathon World Record in Dubai was torpedoed.
It happened at the start of the race - 7000 miles to the East of Washington DC – as top runner Kenenisa Bekele fell and got trampled.
Bekele, the world record holder at 5,000 and 10,000 mtr, was supposed to attack the 2:02:57 WR of Dennis Kimetto. (Kenya) He had trained extremely
hard for it. One split second after the start Bekele, who is from Ethiopia, got sandwiched and was ‘overrun’ by a whole bunch of other athletes.
After getting back on his feet he managed to get back in the lead with injuries on arm and calf. Halfway the course –after 1:02:48—the unfortunate
athlete stepped out, grabbing his left calf. He is still scheduled to run the Virgin London Marathon in April. The Dubai marathon was eventually won by
Tamirat Tola from Ethiopia in 2:04:10.
Video: https://twitter.com/Sub2hrs

